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Abstract

Long-term bond yields contain a risk-premium, an important part of which is compensa on for infla on risks. The substan al
increase in the Fed funds rate in the mid-2000s did not raise long-term US Treasury yields due to the reduc on in the term
premium (so-called Greenspan conundrum) which was typically thought to be exogenous for monetary policy. We show using
a New Keynesian macro-finance model that the term premium is endogenous and is greatly influenced by the specifica on of
the Taylor rule. Finally, we extend the model with fric ons (richer fiscal setup and wage rigidity) that are known to help jointly
match macro and finance data and es mate the model on US data in 1961-2007 by the generalized methods of moments and
simulated methods of moments.

JEL: E13, E31, E43, E44.
Keywords: zero-coupon bond, nominal term premium, infla on risk, Taylor rule, New Keynesian, labor income taxa on, wage
rigidity, GMM, SMM.

Összefoglaló

A hosszabb lejáratú (pl. 10 éves) államkötvények hozama tartalmaz kockáza prémiumot, amely elsősorban a jövőbeni maga-
sabb infláció esetén kompenzálja a kötvény tulajdonosát (nem-indexált államkötvények esetén). A 2000-es évek közepén az
USA közpon bankjának szerepét betöltő Fed többszörös kamatemelésre kényszerült, azonban a hosszabb lejáratú eszközök
kamatai - a szokásos logika (hozamgörbe várakozási hipotézise) szerint - nemhogy emelkedtek, hanem inkább csökkentek (az
akkori jegybank elnök után ezt Greenspan rejtélyként tárgyalja a szakirodalom), mivel a hosszú lejáratú kötvények hozamában
a kockáza prémium jelentősen csökkent. Ekkoriban még széles körben elterjedt volt az a nézet, hogy a kockáza prémium
exogén módon változik a monetáris poli kától függetlenül. Egy új-keynesi makro-pénzügyes modellben megmutatjuk, hogy a
hozam kockáza prémium endogén és nagyban befolyásolja a monetáris reakció függvény vagyis a Taylor-féle kamatszabály. A
tanulmány utolsó részében olyan frikciókkal egészítjük ki a modellt (részletesebb fiskális szektorral és reál bérragadóssággal),
amelyekről ismert, hogy segí k a modell makró és pénzügyi adatokhoz való illeszkedését. Végül a modellt megbecsüljük USA
adatokon (1961-2007) általánosíto és szimulált momentumok módszerével (GMM és SMM).
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1 Introduc on

The infla on risk premium contained in the yields of long-term nominal government bonds (Treasuries in the US or gilts in
the UK) can be defined as the difference between the nominal and the real term premium, which serves as compensa on for
the nominal and real risks that the bond holder has to bear. In other words, bond holders expect long-term bonds to pay an
addi onal return, called the term premium, to compensate for future uncertainty over consump on and infla on. Hördahl and
Tristani (2012) es mate this premium and provide an overview of the papers seeking to measure infla on risks. These papers
es mate the infla on risk premium to be in the range of 10 to 70 basis points, depending on the me period considered and
the countries included in the sample.¹

The key contribu on of our paper is the descrip on of how term premium, which is endogenous in our model, is affected by the
conduct of monetary policy. In 2004, the Fed embarked on a ghtening cycle raising short-term interest rate gradually from one
to 5.25 per cent. S ll the the long-term US Treasury yields declined seemingly counter-intui vely and Greenspan, the Chairman
of the Fed of the me, coined this phenomenon as conundrum. In fact, the ghtening cycle led to a shrinkage of the nominal
term premium (and its infla on risk component) in the yields of long-term bonds. Previous research treated the nominal term
premium exogenous from the point of view of the conduct of monetary policy. Our paper is the first to show that monetary
policy described by the specifica on of the Taylor rule (in normal mes when the interest rate has not reached its lower bound)
affects term premium to a great extent.²

This paper uses a simple New Keynesian macro-finance model with Epstein-Zin recursive preferences to generate infla on risks
calculated as the difference between the nominal and real term premium of long-term, default-free, zero-coupon bonds. Our
model captures the magnitude of the infla on risk premium in the data.³ The model in this paper employs the framework of
Rudebusch and Swanson (2012) (henceforth, RS), who use Epstein-Zin preferences to make households sufficiently risk averse
without decreasing the intertemporal elas city of subs tu on to counterfactually low levels. In RS and our paper, nominal
bonds are risky due to temporary technology shocks that create nega ve covariance between consump on and infla on. A
nega ve produc vity shock, leads, for instance, to a rise in infla on, which erodes real returns on bonds during periods of low
consump on and makes nominal bonds a poor hedge.

We contribute to the literature by showing that the specifica on of the interest rate rule (the so-called Taylor rule) affects
infla on risks to a large extent. In par cular, (i) the ming assump on on infla on in the interest rate rule and (ii) the inclusion
of interest-rate smoothing are important with respect to infla on risks. (iii) The defini on of the output gap and the size of the
coefficient on the output gap also have sizable impacts on the magnitude of infla on risk premia.⁴ (iv) We find that a me-
varying infla on target with ’learning’⁵ of the infla on target does not substan ally increase the mean of the nominal term
premium but raises the standard devia ons of nominal variables such as infla on. (v) we show that the introduc on of price
rigidity elevates infla on risks with Epstein-Zin preferences in contrast to previous papers which argue for the opposite effect
with consump on habits. As a last point, (vi) we es mate an extended version of the model by GMM and SMM on quarterly
US data over 1961-2007.

First, we consider (i). It can be shown that the less focused the central bank is on current infla on, for example, because it seeks
to stabilize infla on in the medium run,⁶ the more weight is given to real economy considera ons (captured by the output gap

¹ For instance, Buraschi and Jiltsov (2005) find that the 10-year US treasury features a risk-premium of 70 basis points (bps) over 1960-2002. Ang et
al. (2008) es mate 115 bps for the 5-year US treasury over 1952-2004. Papers which include informa on on indexed (real) bonds typically find lower
es mates (see, e.g., D’Amico et al. (2010) who obtain an es mate of 50 bps on average for a 10-year US nominal bond over 1990-2006).
² Importantly, we do not claim that our paper is the first where the term premium is endogenous. In this paper we describe howmonetary policy affects
term premium, with a special focus on infla on risk premium, in a model where the term premium is endogenous.

³ In sec on eight of this paper we es mate an extended version of the model that is able to match nominal term premium as well.
⁴ Unlike es mates of the output gap coefficient, there is consensus in the literature on the size of the coefficient of infla on in the Taylor rule. A higher
coefficient on infla on, ceteris paribus, generally reduces infla on risks.

⁵ Our model does not explicitly model learning but, instead considers a shortcut to learning whereby the infla on target is updated in each period
rela ve to a moving average of current and past infla on (an adap ve rule).
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INTRODUCTION

in the Taylor rule) and, thus, the lower is the real term premium on long-term bonds. Importantly, the inclusion of me t 1
infla on in the Taylor rule implies that infla on at me t is not stabilized, thereby eleva ng infla on risks and the yields of
long-term bonds through a jump in nominal term premia.

Alterna vely, the inclusion of current-period or future infla on in the Taylor rule can be replaced by amoving average of current
and past infla on rates, which delivers an average infla on rate that is less affected by current shocks and, therefore, calls for
a smaller reac on of the nominal interest rate. In par cular, the inclusion of an average of current and past infla on rates in
the Taylor rule, as in RS and in several medium-sized DSGE models such as the Smets and Wouters (2007) model, reduces the
influence of me-t shocks on the measure of infla on in the interest rate rule and leads to a reduc on in consump on and
infla on risks.

Next, we consider (ii). Several papers find that some type of iner a in the nominal interest rate is necessary to model the US
monetary policy (see, e.g., Rudebusch (2006) and Carillo et al. (2007) for recent a empts).⁷ Here, we discuss themacro-finance
implica ons of introducingmonetary policy iner a by lagging the nominal interest rate. In a response tomovements in infla on
and the output gap, the nominal interest rate will rise less due to interest rate smoothing. We note that a smaller rise in the
nominal interest implies less movement in the real interest rate, and therefore, consump on, hours worked and output will
also be less restrained. By the same token, the labor supply channel that households use to insure against bad shocks is more
powerful when there is interest rate smoothing. As a result, the infla on risks will be lower.

We now turn to elaborate on (iii). Infla on risks are also influenced by the size of the coefficients on infla on and the output gap
in the Taylor rule. Empirical es mates of the output gap coefficient are typically close to either zero or one (see Table 1, which
is based on the es mates by Clarida et al. (1998, 2000) on US data). The higher the coefficient on the output gap is, ceteris
paribus, the lower are real risks and the more elevated are infla on risks, as the central bank cares more about stabilizing the
output gap rela ve tomi ga ng devia ons of infla on from its target. An output gap coefficient that is close to one ensures that
the real risks are virtually zero, as in the context of the RS model. A higher coefficient on infla on in the Taylor rule, however,
indicates that policy makers are more interested in stabilizing fluctua ons in infla on, indica ng a reduc on in infla on risks.
Recent es mates of the coefficient on the growth rate of the output gap for the period of the Great Modera on in the US (see,
e.g., Coibion and Gorodnichenko (2011)) are even higher than one.

Table 1
Taylor rule es mates of Clarida et al. (1998, 2000) for the US

y

Rule 1 (Clarida et al. 1998) for
1979-1994

0.92 1.79 0.07

Rule 2 (Clarida et al. 2000) for
1983-1996*

0.79 2.16 0.93

Notes: This table is borrowed from Kaszab and Marsal (2015). Clarida et al. (1998, 2000) es mate the following forward-looking Taylor rule: it
it 1 (1 )[ ̄ t 1 yyt]. In RS, ̄ t is used instead of ̄ t 1, although we obtained similar results for the case of ̄ t 1. *Quite close to the

values of RS, who use the es mates of Rudebusch (2002): 0.73, 2.1 and y 0.93 [Remark: in RS, infla on is annualized in their Taylor
rule, and therefore, 0.53 is used].

We now turn to the discussion of point (iv), namely, the me-varying infla on target with ’learning’.⁸ It is intui vely appealing
that a me-varying infla on target creates uncertainty about the infla on andmight lead to higher infla on risks (see, e.g., RS).⁹
However, we find that a me-varying infla on target with learning of the infla on target is helpful in amplifying the standard
devia ons of finance moments but has a negligible effect on the mean of the nominal term premia, for instance.

⁶ The expected infla on is included in the Taylor rules of some medium-size DSGE models such as the GIMF of the IMF, see Carabenciov et al. (2008),
or the ToTEM model of the Bank of Canada, see Murchison and Rennison (2006).

⁷ These papers show that the iner a in monetary policy can be traced back to the persistence in the monetary policy shock rather than autocorrela on
in the nominal interest rate. In this paper, we consider the more tradi onal approach, which is the introduc on of a lagged term in the nominal
interest rate.

⁸ Please note that our model contains only a short-cut of model with learning. In par cular, we assume that an adap ve rule is in opera on: the actual
infla on target is updated by the difference between the actual infla on target and a moving average of past infla on.
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As an extension of our baseline model, we use a Taylor rule in which the me-varying infla on target is revised upward (down-
ward) if current infla on is higher (lower) than the current infla on target (similar to the specifica on in RS). Hence, agents
learn about the infla on target in an adap ve way. However, using various specifica ons of the Taylor rule, we find that a long-
run, me-varying infla on target with learning contributes li le to infla on risks. Our finding is also consistent with Hördahl et
al. (2008), who use of a model with a me-varying infla on target but without learning of the infla on target and with habits
in consump on but non-recursive preferences. Hördahl et al. (2008) emphasize that it is not surprising that the infla on risks
are zero with the me-varying infla on target as the model that they and we use assume ”perfect credibility of monetary policy
and where the infla on target, albeit me-varying, is well-anchored in the long-run and perfectly understood and known by all
agents.” (Hördahl et al. (2008) pp. 1961.)

Next, regarding (v) we contribute by observing that the introduc on of price rigidity and/or higher price rigidity in the form
of some real rigidity such as firm-specific fixed capital help to increase the nominal term premium.¹⁰ Real fric ons such as
firm-specific fixed capital have effects that are observa onally equivalent to higher price s ckiness—they reduce the slope of
the New Keynesian Phillips curve. There are at least two reasons why the introduc on of real rigidity due to firm-specific input
contributes to higher nominal term premium.

First, we argue that the introduc on of real rigidity together with Epstein-Zin preferences implies more persistent effects of
nega ve shocks even in the absence of permanent shocks and induces the household to demand higher risk-premium for hold-
ing risky long-run bonds. Second, higher real rigidity acts similarly to higher nominal rigidity and raises the standard devia on
of price dispersion which reduces the amount of output that can be produced with labor for given amount of capital. Further,
higher price dispersion also diminishes the effec veness of labor which can be used to insure against bad shocks and, hence,
households command higher risk-premium.

The introduc on of price rigidity increases the persistence of real and nominal variables in the economy. A longer average dura-
on of price s ckiness or higher real rigidity induces higher distor ons in the economy (in the form of higher price dispersion),

and therefore, the labor supply channel that serves as a vehicle to insure against nega ve shocks has a reduced effect (due to
the price dispersion one unit of labor produces less than one unit of output). The nega ve correla on between consump on
and infla on that is required for nominal bonds to be risky is stronger with real or nominal rigidi es.

As a further exercise, (vi), we have done norma ve (welfare) analysis of the Taylor rules used in our paper. The welfare cost is
reported in terms of consump on equivalents rela ve to the determinis c steady state in line with Schmi -Grohe and Uribe
(2007). The simple gap model produces larger output gap and larger welfare costs rela ve to the flexible price output gap
model. The welfare cost is especially substan al in the case of a high coefficient on the output gap.

Finally, (vii) we es mate an extended version of the RS model with either simple or flexible-price output gap on US data over
the period 1961-2007 by GMM and SMM. We find that the es mated model, which contains labor income taxa on and wage
rigidity, matches a set of macro and finance moments quite well. In addi on, the model, which contains the simple version of
the output gap, has a be er fit compared to the version with flexible price output gap. The macroeconomic literature has long
used linearised models for es ma on (see Le et al. (2016)). However, note that our models aim to capture risk-premia in the
yields of risky assets so higher-order approxima on (typically third-order) is necessary.

The paper is structured as follows. Sec on 2 provides a brief literature survey. Sec on 3 describes the model and the pricing
of real and nominal bonds. Sec on 4 reports on the calibra on and solu on method. Sec on 5 presents results of the model
with and without a me-varying infla on target. Sec on 6 contains the welfare analysis. Sec on 7 focuses on the effect of real
and nominal rigidity on nominal and real term premia and infla on risks. Sec on 8 presents the GMM and SMM es ma on of
the extended version of the model. The last sec on concludes.

⁹ Note that Doh (2011) finds es ma ng a New Keynesian model on US data using Bayesian methods that infla on target shocks are the main driver
of the yield curve when prices are flexible. Kliem and Meyer-Gohde (2017) use a medium-scale DSGE model but find infla on-target shocks to be
important in contribu ng towards the real term premium component of the nominal term premium.

¹⁰ Note that these fric ons are included in themodel of RS (2008, 2012), but they do not observe that price s ckiness and real rigidi es help to raise the
nominal term premium. They also do not explain why nominal and real rigidi es can be er account for the empirically observed size of the nominal
term premia.
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2 Literature review

Our research is related to several papers in the macro-finance literature. Our paper aligns with RS, who find using the same
model as ours that the nominal term premium can be large and vola le. However, RS do not decompose the nominal term
premium into the real term premium and infla on risk premium, which we accomplish in this work. Our paper is also related
to Hsu et al. (2020), who also obtain a posi ve infla on risk premium by employing a more detailed model that also includes
wage rigidity and process innova on. Kliem and Meyer-Gohde (2017) use a medium-scale New Keynesian model with various
temporary and permanent shocks and find that the nominal term premium is mainly a compensa on for real risks rather than
infla on risks. In our paper, we inten onally use a simple model with only temporary shocks (with produc vity shock being the
dominant one) so that we can provide a clear picture of how the various types of interest rate rules affect the nominal term
premium.

Previous papers (see, e.g., de Paoli et al. (2010)) operate with habit forma on whereby the highest market price of risk¹¹ is
a ributed to short-run fluctua ons (business cycle or shorter length). Whereas, in our paper, the representa ve household
with Epstein-Zin preferences is the most averse to shocks which have permanent and persistent long-run effects (longer than
business cycles).

In a related paper, Horvath et al. (forthcoming) suggest that the introduc on of a richer fiscal setup (the government budget is
balanced by income tax revenue in each period or the availability of government debt) can easily produce the empirical level
of the nominal term premium. We extend their balanced budget fiscal model with wage rigidity and es mate the model with
two versions of the output gap which is an exercise that is not conducted in Horvath et al. (forthcoming).

¹¹ This is the part of term premium which is a compensa on for non-asset-specific risks.
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3 The model

3.1 HOUSEHOLDS

Ourmodel is basedon theNewKeynesianDSGEmodel of RS. Thedescrip onof the households’ andfirms’ op miza onproblem
below closely follows RS.

The representa ve household maximizes the con nua on value of its u lity (V), which takes the Epstein-Zin form and follows
the specifica on of RS:

Vt

U(Ct, Lt) EtV
1
t 1

1
1 if U(Ct, Lt) 0

U(Ct, Lt) Et( Vt 1)1
1

1 if U(Ct, Lt) 0.
(1)

In equa on 1, is the Epstein-Zin curvature parameter. Epstein-Zin curvature captures the fact that highly risk-averse house-
holds demand early resolu on of uncertainty. The representa ve household’s u lity maximiza on problem is subject to its
flow budget constraint:

Bt PtCt Tt WtLt Dt Rt 1Bt 1. (2)

In equa on (1), is the discount factor. U lity (U) in period t is derived from consump on (Ct) and leisure (1 Lt). Et denotes
expecta ons condi onal on the informa on available at me t. Lt is hours worked.WtLt is labor income, Rt is the gross interest
rate on bonds, Bt, and Dt is dividend income. Tt represents taxes net of transfers.

To be consistent with balanced growth, RS impose the following func onal form on U:

U(Ct, Lt)
C1t
1 0Z

1
t

(1 Lt)1

1
, , 0. (3)

where Zt is an aggregate produc vity trend and , , 0 0. The intertemporal elas city of subs tu on (IES) is 1/ , and the
Frisch labor supply elas city is given by (1 L̄)/ L̄, where L̄ is the steady state of hours worked.

For the func onal form in equa on (3), RS derive the following rela onship between the coefficient of rela ve risk-aversion
(CRRA) and the curvature parameter in the recursive u lity func on (1):

CRRA
1 1 L̄

L̄

1

1 1
1

1 L̄
L̄

. (4)

With preferences including habit forma on in consump on¹², households fear uncertainty over consump on in the short run.
EZ preferences allow for a separa on between risk aversion and the IES. With EZ preferences, it is possible to increase the risk
aversion of investors who are, therefore, more concerned about the vola lity of their consump on path in the short, medium
and long run.

3.2 FIRMS

There is a perfectly compe ve sector that purchases the con nuum of intermediate goods and turns them into a single final
good using a CES aggregator of the following form:

Yt ≡
1

0
Yt(i)

1
1 di

1

.

¹² See Jaccard (2014) for the merits of habit forma on in both consump on and leisure.
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The cost-minimisa on problem of the representa ve perfectly compe ve firm yields the demand schedule for intermediary
firm i:

Yt(i)
Pt(i)
Pt

1

Yt. (5)

where is the net markup, 1 is the elas city of subs tu on among intermediary goods and the aggregate price index is
defined as:

Pt ≡
1

0
Pt(i) 1/ di .

Intermediary firms maximize their profits and face Calvo-style price-se ng fric ons. Accordingly, a 1 frac on of firms can
set their prices op mally in each period. Intermediate firm i produces output (Yt(i)) using the technology

Yt(i) At[Kt(i)]1 [ZtLt(i)] . (6)

3.3 AGGREGATION

Using the produc on func on (equa on 6) and the demand of firm i (equa on 5) one can aggregate accross firms and derive
the aggregate produc on func on:

Yt
1

t At[Kt]1 [ZtLt] , 0 1, (7)

where Kt ZtK̄ is the aggregate capital stock (K̄ is fixed), Lt ≡ ∫1
0 Lt(i)di is aggregate labor, is the share of labor in produc on,

t ≡ ∫1
0

Pt(i)
Pt

1

di is price dispersion due to Calvo price-se ng fric ons. At is a sta onary aggregate produc vity shock,

At A At 1
A
t ,

where A
t is an independently and iden cally distributed (iid) stochas c technology shock with mean zero and variance 2

A.

3.4 MONETARY AND FISCAL POLICY

The New Keynesian model is closed by a monetary policy rule (the so-called Taylor rule). We consider different Taylor rule
specifica ons that are nested by the form in RS:

Rt iRt 1 (1 )[R ℐ ̄ t g ( ̄ t ∗
t ) gy(Yt Y∗t )/Y∗t ] i

t (8)

where Rt is the policy rate, ̄ t is a four-quarter moving average of infla on, and Y∗t is the trend level of output yZt (where y
denotes the steady-state level of Yt/Zt ). Below, we also consider an alterna ve measure of the output gap whereby the trend
level of output refers to the flexible-price version of output. ∗

t represents the target rate of infla on, and i
t is an iid shock

with mean zero and variance 2
i . In the baseline version of the RS model without long-run infla on risks, the infla on target is

constant ( ∗
t

∗ for all t). The choice of ℐ 1 delivers the Taylor rule in RS. We also study interest rate rules with ℐ 0 (in
this case, the coefficient on the infla on gap is 1 g to ensure that Taylor principle holds).

The four-quarter moving average of infla on ( ̄ t) can be approximated by a geometric moving average of infla on:

̄ t ̄ t 1 (1 ) t, (9)

where the choice of 0.7 ensures that the geometric average in equa on (9) has an effec ve dura on of approximately
four quarters.

In one version of the RS model, the infla on target is me varying and has three proper es: i) the infla on target is iner al
( ∗

∗
t 1), households adjust the infla on target upward (downward) when current infla on is higher (lower) than the infla on

target ( ∗( ̄ t ∗
t )) and is stochas c due to infla on target shocks ( ∗

t ):

∗
t ∗

∗
t 1 ∗( ̄ t ∗

t )
∗

t , ∗ 0, (10)
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where ∗
t is an iid infla on target shock with mean zero and variance 2

∗ . Note that equa on (10) can also be described as an
adap ve rule that captures a ’learning’ of the target infla on.

Government spending follows the process

(gt/ḡ) G (gt 1/ḡ) G
t , 0 G 1,

where ḡ is the steady-state level of gt ≡ Gt/Zt, and G
t is an iid shock with mean zero and variance 2

G. RS assume that
government spending is financed through lump-sum taxes in each period, i.e., the government’s budget is balanced. In sec on
8 of the paper we relax the lump-sum taxa on assump on and introduce income taxes.

3.5 PRICING REAL AND NOMINAL ASSETS

This sec on is dedicated to provide formal defini ons of the nominal, real and infla on risk premium, respec vely. The price
of a default-free, n-period zero-coupon bond that pays $1 at maturity can be described with a recursive formula (see also RS
(2012)):

p(n)t Et{Mt 1p
(n 1)
t 1 }

whereMt 1 ≡ Mt,t 1 is the stochas c discount factor; p(n)t denotes the price of the bond at me twithmaturity n; and p(0)t ≡ 1,
i.e., the me-t price of $1 delivered at me t is $1. Given the func onal forms in equa on 1 and 3 the stochas c discount factor
is given by:

Mt,t 1 ≡
Ct 1

Ct

Vt 1

(EtV1
t 1 )

1/(1 ) . (11)

Equa on 11 shows that the varia on is the stochas c discount factor comes from two terms: the first is the standard ra o
of marginal u li es (first frac on on the right-hand side), while the second frac on is due to Epstein-Zin curvature. When the
model is approximated to the third-order, the Epstein-Zin term engineers condi onal heteroskedas city inmodel variables even
if the driving shocks are homoskedas c.

To calculate the term premium, we need the bond price expected by the so-called risk-neutral investor who is rolling over a
one-period investment for 10 years (in this case a bond with 10-year maturity). The risk-neutral bond price can be expressed
through the expecta ons hypothesis of the term structure:

p(n)t e itEtp
(n 1)
t 1 (12)

where, again, p(0)t ≡ 1. Equa on (12) is another recursion that states that the current-period price of the bond is the present
discounted value of the next-period bond price and the discount factor is the risk-free rate rather than the stochas c discount
factor.

The con nuously compounded yield to maturity of the n-period, zero-coupon nominal bond is defined as

i(n)t
1
n

p(n)t .

The implied nominal term premium is defined as the difference between the yield expected by the risk-averse investor (i(n)t )
minus the yield expected by the risk-neutral investor ( (n)

t ):

NTP(n)t i(n)t
(n)
t

In Sec on 8 we also consider two alterna ve measures of the NTP. The first is the slope of the nominal term structure which
we define as the difference between the ten-year bond yield and the three-month bond yield. The second is the excess holding
period return which is the difference between the yield on a fourty-quarter bond which is bought in quarter 39 and sold in
quarter 40 minus the yield on a three-month bond.

Similarly, we can use the real stochas c discount factor to price real bonds held by the risk-averse and risk-neutral investors.
Again, the difference between the risk-averse and the risk-neutral yields in the case of real bonds delivers the real term premia
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THE MODEL

(RTP(n)t ). Intui vely, the real termpremia is a compensa on for real risks (due to nega ve realisa ons of the technology process).
Below we discuss that the real risks are almost completely eliminated by a high-coefficient on the output gap in the Taylor rule.

Andreasen (2012) shows that the infla on risk premium (IRP(n)t ) can be approximated to the third-order as the difference be-
tween the nominal (NTP(n)t ) and real term premia (RTP(n)t ):

IRP(n)t NTP(n)t RTP(n)t .
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4 Calibra on and solu on method

Calibra on is available in Table 2 and follows the baseline parameter values of RS. Our models are solved by a third-order
Taylor series approxima on using Dynare (Adjemian et al. 2011). To study the standard devia on of the NTP, third-order
approxima on is needed. The means, however, are quite similar in magnitude when approxima on is either second- or third-
order. It is important to note that this literature uses a high risk-aversion coefficient to generate a reasonable level of the
nominal term premia (see Andreasen (2012), RS (2008, 2012), Li and Palomino (2014), Hsu et al. (2020), and Kliem and Meyer-
Gohde (2017)). Due to the Epstein-Zin preferences, there is separa on between risk aversion and the IES, meaning that high
risk aversion is not coupled with a counterfactually low IES, which in our calibra on is 0.5 and well in line with the empirical
evidence reported by Havranek et al. (2015).

Table 2
Calibra on

1.0025 2 i 0.73 A 0.95

0.99 3 g 0.53 G 0.95

0.02 CRRA 75 gy 0.93 A 0.005

L̄ 1/3 2/3 ∗ 1 G 0.004

K/Y 10 0.2 ∗ 0.99 i 0.003

G/Y 0.17 0.75 ∗ 0.0005

6 ∗ 0.01

Notes: G/Y is the government spending-to-GDP ra o, K/Y is the share of fixed capital in GDP, and is the deprecia on rate of fixed capital. is the
elas city of subs tu on among intermediary goods, implying a net markup of twenty percent ( 0.2). The rest of the parameters are explained
above.
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5 Results

In this sec on we explore the effect of the specifica on of the Taylor rule on nominal, real and infla on risk premia. Below, we
devote a separate sec on to the welfare evalua on of interest rate rules. Table 3-5 contain the mean of NTP, RTP, IRP, and the
condi onal welfare (W) for six different versions of the interest rate rules that we consider. We also explore the robustness of
our results to two different versions of the output gap. In par cular, columns 1-4 contain the simple version of the output gap
defined as the devia on of the s cky-price output from its determinis c steady state, while in columns 5-8, it is used rela ve
to the flexible-price output.¹³ In this sec on we focus on the mean of NTP as well as its components: RTP and IRP. In sec on
8, however, we es mate an extended version of the models on US data and match not only the mean but also the standard
devia on of the nominal term premium.

Table 3
Taylor rule specifica ons when the coefficient on the output gap is closer to zero: Low coefficient on the output gap (no
long-run infla on target risks)

Case Meaning simple output gap flexible output gap

NTP RTP IRP W NTP RTP IRP W

1 t 0.59 0.15 0.44 0.82 0.49 0.18 0.31 0.73

2a t 1 0.64 0.15 0.49 0.87 0.52 0.17 0.35 0.75

2b ̄t 0.42 0.06 0.36 0.77 0.37 0.11 0.25 0.71

3a 1 w/
smoothing

0.45 0.10 0.35 0.80 0.38 0.14 0.24 0.74

3b 2b w/
smoothing

0.35 0.05 0.30 0.78 0.31 0.10 0.21 0.72

4 RS rule 0.29 0.04 0.24 0.71 0.28 0.06 0.22 0.70

Notes: TR means Taylor rule. NTP, RTP and IRP denote the nominal, real and infla on risk premium, respec vely. IRP is calculated as NTP-RTP. W
stands for condi onal welfare expressed in consump on equivalents. In all cases, ℐ 0 and gy 0.07 unless indicated otherwise. In this setup, there
are no long-run infla on target risks ( ∗ ∗

∗
t 0). Case 4 corresponds to the RS model with gy 0.07. In line with RS, we express

infla on and interested rates in annual terms in case 4.

5.1 INTEREST RATE RULE WITHOUT A TIME-VARYING INFLATION TARGET AND
LOW COEFFICIENT ON THE OUTPUT GAP

Table 3 shows results for the case of low coefficient on the output gap: 0.07 (see the es mate of Clarida et al. (1998) in Table
1). In Tables 3–4, there is no me-varying infla on target (captured by se ng ∗ ∗

∗
t 0 in equa on (8)). To

make our points clear we first discuss the cases when there is no iner a in infla on and in the policy rate (captured by se ng

i 0).

5.1.1 NO INERTIA IN INFLATION AND IN THE POLICY RATE
First, we consider the simplest Taylor rule without interest rate smoothing and in which monetary policy reacts to current-
period infla on (case 1). When we use a simple defini on of the output gap, the IRP is higher (53 basis points) than with the

¹³ Note that we do not report macro moments (and addi onal financial moments) for each case due to space constraint (this would be a twelve-page
long table for the six Taylor rule types and the two output gap defini ons) but the results are available upon request. However, the full picture is
provided for our es mated extended model in the last sec on of the paper.
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flexible-price version of the output gap (26 basis points). With the simple output gap, nominal risks are higher but real risks
are lower compared to the case of a flexible-price output gap (the same pa ern is true for the remaining interest rate rule
specifica ons). To shed light on the implica ons of the two different conceptualiza ons of the output gap, we consider the
reac on of the output gaps to posi ve technology shocks.

The simple output gap reports overhea ng of the economy (posi ve gap) in response to a posi ve technology shock (s cky-price
output rises rela ve to the steady state). Whereas the flexible price version arrives at exactly the opposite conclusion because
flexible-price output rises more than s cky-price output in the event of a technology shock, leading to a nega ve output gap.
In the la er case, therefore, both infla on and output are below their reference levels, and thus, infla on risks are low even if
the Taylor rule prescribes a decline in real rates to support recovery. Moreover, the flexible-price version is directly influenced
by the technology shocks, making the output gap more vola le and increasing real risks (all RTP values are higher in the case
of the flexible-price output gap).

In the infla on-targe ng system some central banks, however, react not to current infla on but to expected future infla on.
Hence, we replace current infla on with expected infla on, t 1 (case 2a) in the Taylor rule. In the case 2a, infla on risks are
somewhat higher than in case 1 because there is no reac on to infla on at me t, thus automa cally a ribu ng higher weight
to output gap stabiliza on at me t and an increase in infla on risks. Benhabib et al. (2003) assert that an interest rate rule
that contains future expected infla on can lead to self-fulfilling equilibria inwhich arbitrary changes in households’ expecta ons
about the future evolu on of the economy can affect the real variables in the model.

5.1.2 INTRODUCING INERTIA IN INFLATION
In US data infla on is highly persistent which we mimick by introducing iner a in infla on. Infla on iner a is captured through
an average of current and past infla on (denoted by ̄ t). Time-t shocks affect current infla onmore than the average of current
and past infla on and, thus, have reduced real and nominal effects. As a result, infla on and output-gap stabiliza on are more
successful, thereby resul ng in lower infla on and real risks (see case 2b, where NTP, RTP and IRP are much lower than in
cases 1 and 2a.). Indeed, previous papers such as Carlstrom and Fuerst (2000) report that an interest rate rule that reacts
aggressively to past infla on (or an average of current and past infla on) helps to anchor infla onary expecta ons and to avoid
real indeterminacy. Further, they argue that making the interest rate rule sufficiently backward looking can help avoid self-
fulfilling prophecies.

5.1.3 INTRODUCING INERTIA IN THE NOMINAL INTEREST RATE
To capture the gradualism in monetary policy we introduce interest rate smoothing. In cases 3a and 3b, we extend cases 2a and
2b, respec vely, with interest rate smoothing, which helps to mi gate nominal and real risks through the delayed monetary
policy response. To illustrate this, consider a nega ve technology shock that leads to a rise in the real interest rate and makes
the households consume less according to the logic of the Taylor rule. The rise in the real interest rate is gradual under interest
rate smoothing, and thus, the household can adjust its labor supply more in a given period to insure itself against the nega ve
effects of the shock (less consump on).

The last row of Table 3 displays the results when the RS formula on of the interest rate rule is adopted (see case 4). In par cular,
we employ the Taylor rule specifica on of RS, who define the infla on rate in annual terms such that the coefficient, g on the
infla on gap ( ̄ t/ ∗

t ) is smaller and would not sa sfy the Taylor principle. To avoid this problem, RS introduce another
infla on term in the Taylor rule (in our nota on, this is invoked by se ng ℐ 1). The separate responses to infla on (see the
term with ℐ 1) and the infla on gap further reduce nominal risks, sugges ng that the standard devia on of infla on is more
penalized in this setup.

5.2 INTEREST RATE RULE WITHOUT A TIME-VARYING INFLATION TARGET AND
HIGH COEFFICIENT ON THE OUTPUT GAP

More recent es mates of the output gap for the United States are closer to one than to zero (see, e.g., Coibion and Gorod-
nichenko, 2011). In Table 4, we recalculate the above models with a high coefficient on the output gap. The previous pa erns
are confirmed but we observe one striking difference between the results in Table (3) and (4).
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RESULTS

The higher output gap coefficient systema cally generates higher infla on risks in case of the simple defini on of the output
gap. This is because there is no divine coincidence in the model i.e. the standard devia ons of infla on and the output gap
cannot be simultaneously reduced. Whenmonetary policy assigns a higher priority to stabilizing fluctua ons in the output gap,
infla on risks receive rela vely less a en on and automa cally rise.

In the case of flexible output gap the picture is different. With higher coefficient on the output gap the real risks (measured
by the real term premium) in the economy are slightly higher due to the direct effect of the technology shock on the flexible
price output as argued above whereas the nominal term premium is lower. Because the nominal term premium is the sum of
the real term premium and the infla on risk premium then it must be the case that the infla on risk premium component has
shrinked. Note that the gap in absolute terms is much smaller in case of flexible price version because the reference level of the
output (the flexible price benchmark) is closer to the s cky price level and, thus, the increased weight a ached to output gap
stabilisa on (in the form of a higher output gap coefficient) does not imply a large reduc on in the significance of the infla on
stabilisa on objec ve. Hence, the flexible price output gap concept produces an interes ng and unexpected pa ern: a larger
weight a ributed to output-gap stabilisa on leads to somewhat more real risks but a decrease in infla on risks.

Table 4
Taylor rule specifica ons when the coefficient on the output gap is close to one: High output-gap coefficient (no long-run
infla on target risks)

Case Meaning simple output gap flexible output gap

NTP RTP IRP W NTP RTP IRP W

1 t 1.30 -0.01 1.31 2.52 0.41 0.19 0.22 0.69

2a t 1 1.37 -0.02 1.39 2.81 0.43 0.19 0.23 0.69

2b ̄t 0.93 -0.16 1.09 2.13 0.36 0.16 0.19 0.68

3a 1 w/
smoothing

1.00 -0.13 1.13 2.20 0.34 0.16 0.17 0.69

3b 2b w/
smoothing

0.76 -0.22 0.98 1.95 0.30 0.15 0.16 0.68

4 RS rule 0.43 -0.08 0.51 0.95 0.29 0.08 0.21 0.69

Notes: NTP, RTP and IRP denote the nominal, real and infla on risk premium, respec vely. Wmeasures the condi onal welfare cost. IRP is calculated
as NTP-RTP. In all cases, ℐ 0 unless indicated otherwise. In this setup, there are no long-run infla on target risks ( ∗ ∗

∗
t 0). Case 4

corresponds to the RS model, which expresses infla on and interested rates in annual terms.

5.3 DOES A TIME-VARYING INFLATION TARGET WITH ’LEARNING’ GENERATE
INFLATION RISKS?

In this sec on, we revisit the ques on of whether the me-varying infla on target with ’learning’ can be a source of infla on
risks. The me-varying infla on target ( ∗ 0) with ’learning’¹⁴ is captured by equa on (10), which is similar to that in
Gürkaynak et al. (2005) and is a well-known feature used to induce uncertainty over the current and future infla on target.¹⁵ In
this simple framework, there is learning of the infla on target whenever the average of current and past infla on differs from
current-period infla on target, i.e., ( ̄ t ∗

t )≷ 0 and ∗ 0 governs the degree to which the difference ( ̄ t ∗
t ) feeds back

into the current-period infla on target.

We explore the relevance of me-varying infla on target in the case of a high output gap coefficient, which is our baseline
calibra on. When comparing the model without a me-varying infla on target with learning and that including these features
(see Tables 4 and 5, respec vely), it is apparent that the me-varying infla on target with learning has marginal effects on
infla on risk premia for both versions of the output gap and for each specifica on of the Taylor rule (consistent with the findings

¹⁴ Note that our adap ve rule serves as a short-cut to a full-fledged model with learning.
¹⁵ In the United States, the Federal Reserve did not make any explicit statements about future infla on targets un l at least 2012.
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of Hördahl et al. (2008)). However, it is an effec ve tool to increase the standard devia ons of nominal variables (infla on and
most of the financial variables—not reported in the tables) and the standard devia on of the nominal term premium (in line
with the findings of RS).

Table 5
Taylor rule specifica ons when the coefficient on the output gap is close to one: High output gap coefficient and long-run
infla on target risks with ’learning’

Case Meaning simple output gap flexible output gap

NTP RTP IRP W NTP RTP IRP W

1 t 1.53 -0.00 1.53 8.66 0.39 0.20 0.19 6.08

2a t 1 1.61 -0.02 1.63 9.05 0.40 0.20 0.21 6.11

2b ̄t 1.05 -0.16 1.21 8.18 0.27 0.18 0.10 6.11

3a 1 w/
smoothing

1.14 -0.13 1.27 8.25 0.26 0.17 0.09 6.08

3b 2b w/
smoothing

0.82 -0.21 1.03 7.96 0.18 0.17 0.00 6.13

4 RS rule 0.46 -0.09 0.55 1.02 0.30 0.08 0.23 0.73

Notes: NTP, RTP and IRP denote the nominal, real and infla on risk premium, respec vely. W measures condi onal welfare cost. IRP is calculated as
NTP-RTP. In all cases, ℐ 0 unless indicated otherwise. In this setup, long-run infla on target risks are included ( ∗ 0, ∗ 0, ∗

t 0). Case
4 corresponds to the RS model with a me-varying infla on target that is subject to a ’learning’ process. In case 4, infla on and interest rates are in
annual terms, in line with RS.
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6 Welfare analysis

We report the welfare cost (W) in terms of consump on equivalents rela ve to determinis c steady state in the tables above.
More specifically, we follow Schmi -Grohe and Uribe (2007) and define consump on equivalents as the percentage compen-
sa on in the consump on process associated with the policy rule necessary to make the level of welfare under the steady state
iden cal to that under the considered policy. Thus, a posi ve figure indicates that welfare is higher under the determinis c
steady state than under the considered policy.

Schmi -Grohe and Uribe (2007) report both condi onal and uncondi onal welfare. As the sign of the two welfare measures is
the same (these results are reported in appendix A) we report only one of them (the condi onal welfare measure) to keep the
clarity of the exposi on. In the following, we provide an example for the interpreta on of welfare measures: for instance, in
the model with RS rule (see the last row of Table 3) households are missing 0.72% of their life me consump on to reach the
welfare they would enjoyed in determinis c steady state and in the model from the first row of Table 3 the welfare is lower by
0.91% of households life me consump on.

Wemake the following observa ons regarding thewelfaremeasures across the various interest rate rules. First, the comparison
of Tables 3 and 4 reveals that welfare costs are higher in the simple gap model than in the flexible price gap model. This can
be explained as follows: first, the simple gap model measures the output gap as the difference between the s cky price output
and steady-state output. The la er difference can be large and definitely higher than the difference between s cky and flexible
price outputs in the flexible gap version. The higher gap translates into the higher associated welfare losses.

Second, the comparison of the simple gap and flexible gap parts in Table 3 indicates that a higher output gap coefficient in the
simple gapmodel implies higher welfare costs whereas the flexible price gapmodel is not very sensi ve to the size of the output
gap coefficient (see Tables 3 and 4).

Third, Table 5 shows that the simple output gap model with high output gap coefficient and long-run infla on target risks imply
enormous welfare losses. S ll, the model with long-run infla on target risks are not affected by the high output gap coefficient
when output gap is defined as the flexible price measure (see, again, Table 5).

Finally, we note that our results point to the high uncondi onal correla on of nominal term premia with all measures of welfare
(e.g. one can compare Tables 3 and 4 to see that a higher mean of the nominal term premium is associated with higher welfare
cost and a higher minimized value of the loss func on).
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7 Real or nominal rigidi es and the
term-premia

In this sec on we argue that the introduc on of real rigidi es or price rigidity help explain bond risk-premia with Epstein-Zin
preferences. Previous studies using produc on economies with s cky prices and habits in the felicity func on claim that the
introduc on of price rigidity does not help to explain asset prices. This is because it generates lower equity and bond premia
(see de Paoli et al. (2010), Hördahl et al. (2008) and Rudebusch and Swanson (2008)) in a world driven by either temporary
produc vity or monetary policy shocks. Previous papers with recursive preferences feature price rigidity (see, e.g., RS (2012))
but do not analyze the effect of introducing price rigidity (or higher price rigidity) on finance moments such as the slope of the
term structure or nominal/real term premia. First, we argue that real rigidi es such as firm-specific capital is observa onally
equivalent to higher price s ckiness in the model and help explain bond premia.

Table 6
Comparison of some model moments with and without firm-specific capital

No firm-specific capital Firm-specific capital

(less rigid prices) (more rigid prices)

NTP 0.3137 0.4008

corr(C, ) -0.8209 -0.8703

std(L) 0.9338 1.4238

std( ) 0.0650 0.2566

Notes: In the table NTP, corr(C, ), std(L), and std( ) denote the nominal term premium, the correla on between consump on and infla on, and the
standard devia on of hours worked and price-dispersion, respec vely. NTP, std(L), and std( ) are all measured in percentages. In this table, we use
the baseline calibra on. We abstract from repor ng other moments because they are quite similar across the two versions of the model. It is easy to
see by observing equa on (7) that firm-specific fixed capital can be eliminated by the choice of 1 (then, the result is a constant-returns-to-scale
produc on func on with labor).

7.1 THE EFFECTS OF FIRM-SPECIFIC CAPITAL
Our model with recursive u lity be er describes bond market sta s cs (e.g., the nominal term premium) when there is price
rigidity or another real fric on is added such as firm-specific inputs, which work similarly to increased price s ckiness. Such
real fric ons can be firm-specific labor (capital) markets or Kimball demand. In this paper, similar to RS, the assump on of
firm-specific fixed capital (or simply firm-specific capital for short) is proposed as a real fric on and can be interpreted as a
model that includes capital with an infinite adjustment cost.

Technically, the inclusion of firm-specific capital leads to lower slope of the New Keynesian Phillips curve.¹⁶ A lower slope of the
New Keynesian Phillips curve can be also achieved by the higher degree of price rigidity (or higher price-adjustment costs in a
Rotemberg se ng). Therefore, the effects of higher price rigidity and the inclusion of firm-specific capital are observa onally
equivalent.

In Figure 1, we gauge the effect of firm-specific capital on the nominal and real yield curves (le panel) and nominal term premia
(right panel). We find that firm-specific capital increases infla on risks, especially at longer maturi es.¹⁷ Firm-specific capital

¹⁶ To the first-order Taylor series approxima on, it can be shown that the assump on of firm-specific capital or labor injects another term into the
denominator of the slope of the Phillips curve. In the technical appendix of Horvath et al. (2020), we show how the various assump ons about the
factor market affect the slope of the Phillips curve.
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REAL OR NOMINAL RIGIDITIES AND THE TERM-PREMIA

Figure 1
The effect of firm-specific capital on bond yields and term premia
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serves as a vehicle for households to insure against real risks but operates as leverage in the case of infla on risks.

We begin with the implica ons of firm-specific fixed capital for real risks (measured by the real term premium). Firm-specific
capital operates as a precau onary savings effect, driving down real yields as a result of higher savings (see the le panel of
the figure, where real yields are lower given firm-specific capital at all maturi es). The higher precau onary savings effect is
mirrored by a lower real term premium in the case of firm-specific capital rela ve to the case of no firm-specific capital for all
maturi es except those shorter than a year.

Next, we inves gate why the introduc on of price s ckiness (a higher degree of price rigidity due to the introduc on of firm-
specific fixed capital) can contribute to an increase in infla on risks (measured as the difference between the nominal and real
term premia).

7.2 PRICE STICKINESS WITH EPSTEIN-ZIN PREFERENCES
The earlier literature (see, e.g., Hördahl et al. (2008)) featuring preferences with habits concludes that higher price rigidity
causes lower premium on risky assets such as government bonds and equi es. Below we argue that this conclusion is reversed
with Epstein-Zin preferences. In the case of preferences with habits, the representa ve consumer associates the highest price
of risk with shocks that generate business cycle fluctua ons. With Epstein-Zin recursive preferences, however, the prices of
fluctua ons at the lowest frequencies are orders of magnitude higher so agents fear shocks which induce permanent or highly
persistent fluctua ons in consump on growth (see Dew-Becker and Giglio (2016)). However, technology shocks are not the
only possible source of persistence in the economy.

To understand why price rigidity contributes to the price of risk as well as term premia we compare the economy under flexible
and rigid prices with Epstein-Zin preferences. Under flexible prices, the adjustment in real variables is larger, less persistent and

¹⁷ See the figure, where nominal yields are higher given firm-specific capital for all maturi es (le panel), and the nominal term premium for maturi es
of at least ten quarters is also higher with firm-specific capital (right panel)
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price adjustment is immediate in response to changes in technology. On the other hand, rigid prices imply larger persistence in
real variables because many of the firms are not able to reset their price for extended period of me (see, e.g., Ireland (2004)).
With Epstein-Zin preferences long-term persistent fluctua ons carry higher price of risks and thereforemechanisms that induce
more protracted varia ons in economic indicators generate higher risk-premia in the yields of long-term bonds.

In Table 6, we collect those variables with moments that are remarkably different between the model with more (firm-specific
capital) and less (the absence of firm-specific capital) price rigidity. In the Calvomodel of price rigidity, there is price-dispersion,
meaning that one unit of labor produces less than one unit of output.¹⁸ When price dispersion is higher due to a longer dura on
of price s ckiness, the correspondence between input and output is even less effec ve, and thus, labor and consump on are
more vola le. The standard devia ons of labor and price dispersion are higher for the model with firm-specific fixed capital (or,
equivalently, higher in the model with a higher degree of price s ckiness); see the third and fourth rows of Table 6.

Due to the higher price dispersion, a higher average dura on of price s ckiness reduces the effec veness of labor supply at
insuring against nega ve shocks, and the household requires a higher premium to hold a risky asset, such as the nominal bond
in our example. Nominal bonds are risky due to the nega ve comovement between consump on and infla on (in the event of
a nega ve realiza on of technology, consump on is low but infla on is high, thus reducing the real return on the bond). With
firm-specific capital (the case of higher price s ckiness), this nega ve comovement is stronger and the NTP is higher (0.40)
rela ve to a model without it (0.32) (see the second row of Table 6).

¹⁸ This is only for the purpose of illustra ng the effect of price dispersion. Here, we assume only labor in produc on and that technology is fixed at one.
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8 Model es ma on

In the previous sec ons we kept themodel simple inten onally so that we can track how the different versions of the Taylor rule
affect the mean of the nominal term premium. However, our previous research (see Horvath et al. (forthcoming)) finds that
a richer fiscal setup where government spending is financed by labor income taxes¹⁹ and the assump on of real wage rigidity
helps the model matching macro and finance data jointly. Hence, we extend the model of RS with labor income taxa on and
wage rigidity (the addi onal equa ons can be found in Appendix B) and es mate this richermodel on US data over 1961-2007²⁰
by GMM and SMM.²¹

8.1 THE GMM AND SMM ESTIMATORS
The GMM and SMM es mators are shorty summarized as follows. Le ng denote the structural parameters, the GMM
es mator is given by:

∈

1
T

T

t 1

qt E(qt( )) W
1
T

T

t 1

qt E(qt( )) . (13)

In equa on (13), W is a posi ve definite weigh ng matrix, 1
T
∑T

t 1 qt are data moments and E(qt( )) are moments computed
from the model. We follow a conven onal two-step procedure to implement GMM. In the first step, we setWT diag(S 1) to
obtain (1), where S denotes the long-run variance-covariance matrix of 1

T
∑T

t 1 qt when centered around its sample mean. In
the second (final) step, we obtain (2) using the op mal weigh ng matrix WT diag(S 1

(1)), where S 1
(1) denotes the long-run

variance of our moments re-centered around E qt(
(1)) . The long-run variances in both steps are produced with the Newey-

West es mator using five lags, and our results are robust to the inclusion of, e.g., ten lags. In case of the GMM es mator it is
possible to compute analy cal expressions for E(qt( ) but for the SMMes ma on it is replaced by a simula on-based es mate.
Hence, in summary, the GMM and SMM es mators update the parameters es mates such that the difference between data-
and model-based moments reduces to a minimum.

8.2 THE INPUTS FOR THE GMM AND SMM ESTIMATION
We use the following seven mes series to es mate the model: real consump on growth, hours growth, real wage growth,
infla on, the growth rate of labor tax revenue divided by GDP, the slope of the term structure (the difference between the
forty- and one-quarter Treasury yield) and the nominal term premium. We describe the data in more detail in the Appendix
C. In line with Andreasen et al. (2020) and Bretscher et al. (2020), we consider three types of uncondi onal moments for
the GMM and SMM es ma on: i) sample means m1(yt) yt, contemporaneous covariances m2(yt) vech(ytyt), and own
autocovariances m3(yt) {yi,tyi,t k}

ny
i 1 for k 1 and k 5. The total set of moments used in the es ma on are, therefore,

given by m(yt) [m1(yt) m2(yt) m3(yt)] . Hence, we use seven means and standard devia ons, seven first- and fi h-order
autocorrela ons and twenty-one covariances (based on the symmetric variance-covariance matrix) to es mate the model in
total.

Note that some of the parameters and steady-state quan es are not es mated but calibrated. The steady-state infla on is
zero ( ∗ 1). The government spending-to-GDP ra o is twenty percent that is roughly in line with post-war US data. The

¹⁹ In this paper, we assume that government purchases are financed by labor income taxes where the government spending is balanced in each period.
In Horvath et al. (forthcoming) we also discuss the empirically more realis c case of me-varying government debt.

²⁰We focus on data before the great recession to avoid complica ons posed by the fact that the US policy rate reached its lower bound at the end of
2008.

²¹ To conduct GMM and SMM es ma ons, we use the toolboxes of Andreasen et al. (2018), which allows us to use a third-order approxima on of the
model.
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yearly government debt-to-GDP ra o ( b) is calibrated to be sixty percent. The steady-state capital-to-GDP ra o is chosen to
be ten as in RS and the deprecia on rate is ten percent per annum. The trend growth rate of the economy ( ) is fixed at the
rate of one percent per annum.

8.3 RESULTS FROM THE GMM AND SMM ESTIMATION

We es mate two versions of our extended model. The first version employs the simple output gap which is defined as the
devia on of the s cky-price output from its steady-state level. The second version of the output gap, which is used in the
es ma on, replaces the steady-state output with the flexible-price version of output. We present the parameter es mates in
Table 7. The first two columns showGMM-based es mates while the last two columns are based on SMM. Below each es mate
we report the standard error of the es mate in percent.

We find that the es mated parameters are roughly similar across the two model variants (simple and flexible price output gap)
and across the es ma on methods (GMM and SMM) in line with Andreasen et al. (2018).²² The curvature parameter of the
recursive u lity, , is es matedwith a high standard error as in Andreasen et al. (2018) and Bretscher et al. (2020). The elas city
of subs tu on among goods is es mated to be four ( 1 ) which is in the lower end of the empirical es mates (see Bernard
et al. (2010)). Perhaps surprisingly, the interest rate smoothing in the Taylor rule and infla on smoothing is es mated to be
lower than in RS. This can be explained through our fiscal extension which is more powerful (i.e., it produces higher infla on
risk-premium) when infla on responds to a higher extent in each period such that infla on and the short-term nominal interest
rate are less iner al. The rest of the parameter es mates are more in line with the ones in Andreasen et al. (2018).

8.4 MACRO AND FINANCE MOMENTS FROM THE ESTIMATED MODELS

Macro and finance moments (means and standard devia ons) are calculated using the es mated parameters in the previous
table and are available in Table 8. The macro moments reported include the standard devia on of consump on growth, real
wage, hours worked, one-quarter and 10-year nominal interest rate, one-quarter real interest rate and infla on. The finance
moments consist of the mean and standard devia on of the nominal term premium, the slope of the term structure (R(40) R),
and the excess holding period return (X(40)). The first column contains uncondi onal first and second moments based on US
data 1961-2007. The second and third columns contain our two model versions using parameters from the GMM es mates.
The last two columns contains the same models which are calibrated with the SMM es mates.

We make the following observa ons. The standard devia ons of several real and nominal variables such as labor, real wage,
short- and long-term interest rates and infla on are counterfactually low in case of the flexible price version of the output gap.
This is well in line with our argument before (see sec on 4.1): infla on risks are smaller in the case of flexible price output gap
because in that case the output gap is smaller or even nega ve²³ so that the rela ve weight a ributed to stabilising the output
gap is smaller and there is more space for infla on stabilisa on. Hence, the variability of infla on (and the rest of the real and
nominal variables) as well as the variability of the nominal term premium will be lower when the interest rate rule contains the
flexible price version of the gap. The alterna ve measures of the NTP (the slope and the excess holding period return) have
the same features as the NTP: their standard devia ons are somewhat smaller in the flexible price gap case. The consump on
growth is, however, more vola le in the flexible output gap model due to the appearance of technology shocks through the
flexible price output in the Taylor rule. As a result the flexible gap model produces more real risks than the simple gap model
(the RTP [not reported in the current table] which is given by difference between the mean of NTP and the IRP is also higher in
the flexible gap model). Overall, we can say that the simple output gap version of the model generates be er fit of the model
in term macroeconomic and financial moments rela ve to the flexible gap model.

²² Note that we es mated our models with three shocks: technology, monetary and government spending shocks. The results differ to small extent
a er adding infla on-target shock as well (these results are not reported in the paper but available upon request).

²³ In the case of a posi ve technology shock, for instance, the flexible price output might increase more than the s cky price output so the output gap
may turn to nega ve even when the economy is experiencing a supply-side improvement.
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MODEL ESTIMATION

Table 7
GMM and SMM es mates of the models

Parameters GMM GMM SMM SMM

and steady-states Simple Flexible price Simple Flexible price

output gap output gap output gap output gap

Household

0.9982
0.0024

0.9982
0.0015

0.9981
0.0171

0.9981
0.0112

2.0049
0.1

1.9997
0.34

2.0165
0.28

1.9812
0.42

2.7125
0.13

2.7634
0.24

2.7142
0.32

2.7734
0.41

118.1256
35.62

115.4638
46.27

118.7602
37.71

116.6787
44.63

L̄ 0.3882
0.00062

0.3666
0.00042

0.3323
0.0017

0.3315
0.0038

CRRA (implied) 75.73 74.87 75.82 74.99
Firm

0.5996
0.0039

0.5968
0.0062

0.5981
0.0052

0.5992
0.0083

0.8003
0.00024

0.8007
0.00044

0.8011
0.0031

0.8006
0.0025

0.9611
0.17

0.9262
0.52

0.9513
0.58

0.9301
0.36

4.0211
0.031

3.9502
0.022

4.0140
0.039

3.9101
0.062

Monetary Policy

i 0.5334
0.0001

0.5318
0.0021

0.5261
0.0049

0.5712
0.0073

g 0.5197
0.0005

0.5257
0.0028

0.5236
0.0139

0.5361
0.0163

gy 0.8427
0.0009

0.8254
0.0029

0.8224
0.0068

0.8327
0.0073

0.3541
0.0009

0.3592
0.0029

0.3551
0.0037

0.3554
0.0048

Shock processes

a 0.9719
0.0016

0.9366
0.0097

0.9513
0.0068

0.9536
0.0047

g 0.9801
1.51

0.9829
1.32

0.9826
1.48

0.9872
1.93

a 0.0055
0.0038

0.0054
0.0089

0.0053
0.0079

0.0054
0.0061

g 0.0142
0.0031

0.0131
0.0029

0.0125
0.0038

0.0136
0.0079

i 0.0035
0.34

0.0034
0.21

0.0031
0.46

0.0042
0.27

Notes: The numbers below the parameter es mates denote the standard error of the es mate as a percent. The implied CRRA parameter is given by
equa on (4).
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Table 8
Moments from the models

Uncondi onal US data GMM GMM SMM SMM

Moment 1961-2007 Simple Flex. price Simple Flex. price

gap gap gap gap

SD(dC) 2.78 2.83 4.36 2.52 4.50

SD(L) 0.80 0.64 0.14 0.60 0.18

SD(d(W/P)) 0.97 0.79 1.33 0.80 1.25

SD( ) 2.52 2.29 0.62 2.08 0.57

SD(R) 2.71 2.62 1.68 2.38 1.67

SD(Rreal) 2.30 0.77 1.12 0.70 1.16

SD(R(40)) 2.41 1.83 0.87 1.63 0.80

MEAN(NTP(40)) 1.72 1.30 1.26 1.13 1.26

SD(NTP(40)) 1.21 0.27 0.13 0.22 0.17

MEAN(R(40) R) 1.43 1.14 1.17 0.99 1.17

SD(R(40) R) 1.33 1.07 0.90 0.99 0.95

MEAN(X(40)) 1.76 1.16 1.16 1.01 1.16

SD(X(40)) 23.43 8.15 5.57 7.35 5.57

MEAN(IRP(40)) 0.83 1.16 0.54 1.02 0.54

CORR(dC, ) -0.34 -0.13 -0.18 -0.13 -0.19

Notes: MEAN, SD and CORR denote the uncondi onal mean, standard devia on and correla on, respec vely. NTP(40)=nominal term premium on a
40-quarter bond, R(40) R is the slope, and X(40) is the excess holding period return for a 10-year bond. Moments are calculated using parameters
es mated with GMM and SMM on US data for 1961-2007.
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9 Concluding remarks

We use a macro-finance New Keynesian model and show that systema c monetary policy i.e. the specifica on as well as the
size of the infla on and output gap coefficients in the Taylor rule have substan al effects on the amount of infla on risks. When
monetary policy reacts to future infla on rather than current infla on, nominal risks are higher as current period infla on is
not mi gated by the Taylor rule. In contrast, when current infla on is replaced with an average of past and current infla on,
nominal risks are lower. The la er is an example of infla on smoothing which reduces the changes in the policy rate and the
overall vola lity of the economy in response to shocks.

We find that interest rate smoothing reduces the reac on of monetary policy in a given period such that households can adjust
more to nega ve shocks by increasing their labor supply before monetary policy takes full effect (implemented over a longer
period). When the output gap is defined as the devia on of the s cky price output from its flexible-price counterpart, nominal
risks are lower and real risks are higher.

We find that a me-varying infla on target with learning helps to be er match the standard devia ons of finance moments,
thereby confirming findings in the literature. However, we also iden fy a negligible effect on the means of finance variables
such as the mean of the nominal term premium. We argue that the introduc on of price rigidity or higher price rigidity in
the form of some real rigidity such as firm-specific fixed capital helps to generate a higher nominal term premium, thereby
genera ng results closer to empirical findings.

We conduct welfare evalua on with the losses calculated in consump on equivalent terms of a par cular Taylor rule rela ve
to the determinis c steady-state. We find that the flexible price version yields lower welfare losses than the simple gap version
as the output gap is smaller in flexible price gap case. The difference between the simple and flexible outgap models in terms
of welfare is can be large in case of the high output gap coefficient.

Finally, we es mate two versions (simple and flexible price output gap) of the model extended with richer fiscal setup and
more detailed labour market on US data 1961-2007 using the GMM and SMM. We find that the GMM and SMM parameter
es mates are quite similar. The interest rate rule containing the flexible price version of the output gap stabilizes the economy
more and hence, implies lower infla on risks and a lower variability of the nominal term premium on nominal bonds for given
risk-aversion. Overall, we find that the simple gap version of the model seems to fit a set of macroeconomic moments be er
than the flexible price gap model. However, the mean of the nominal term premium is similar across the es mated models as
the es mated risk-aversions and the standard devia ons of the shocks are roughly iden cal.
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10 Appendix A–Welfare evalua on

As common in the literature (see, e.g., Schmi -Grohe and Uribe (2007)), we calculate threemeasures of welfare to rank the var-
ious form of Taylor rules analyzed in the paper. We report the condi onal and uncondi onal welfare expressed in consump on
equivalents. The condi onal welfare has been proposed by Schmi -Grohe and Uribe (2007) to ensure that the economy begins
from the same ini al point under all possible polices. The third measure is based on the minimized value of the asympto c loss
func on which ranks the Taylor type rules from the point of view of monetary policy authority.

Welfare based evalua on relies on the assump on that op mal monetary policy should minimize the distor ons (fric ons in
the model) to achieve highest possible welfare. The welfare func on can be recursively wri en,

V(Zt, St; ) C1t
1 0Z

1
t

(1 Lt)1

1 EtV(Zt 1, St 1; )1
1

1 (14)

where St is a vector of state variables, Zt vector of shocks and is the perturba on parameter. The difference between condi-

onal anduncondi onalwelfare lies in the formof expecta ons. For the condi onal caseweevaluate Et V(Zt 1; St 1; )1
1

1

where we condi on on the state of the economy at me t. Whereas E V(Zt 1; St 1; )1
1

1 can be used to calculate the un-
condi onal welfare. We take a third-order approxima on of the welfare func on joint with the rest of the model to calculate
welfare.

The welfare cost is reported in terms of consump on equivalents rela ve to the determinis c steady state. More specifically,
we define consump on equivalents as the percentage compensa on in the consump on process associated with the policy
rule necessary to make the level of welfare under the steady state iden cal to that under the considered policy. Thus, a posi ve
figure indicates that welfare is higher under the determinis c steady state than under the considered policy.

The third measure we calculate the minimized value of the asympto c loss func on following Svensson (2002) who argues
that social welfare is too complex to serve as an opera onal objec ve for central banks. He claims that central banks should
instead smooth infla on, output gap while minimizing the changes in their policy rule. In par cular, he proposes to minimise
the variance of infla on, output gap and the changes in the nominal interest rate as follows:

x ,
( 1var( ) var(x) 2(rt rt 1)) (15)

subject to
rt r̄ ( t ̄ ) x(yt ȳ) (16)

where stands for infla on, y for output, r nominal interest rate, y, are the weights on output and infla on in the policy
rule, respec vely. 1 and 2 are contanst weights. We follow Levin et al. (2008) and set 1 16 and 2 1.

We augment Tables 3-5 from the paper by the three welfare measures. We denote condi onal and uncondi onal welfares as
and u, respec vely. The third measure which is the minimised value of the assympto c loss func on is denoted as Loss. In

par cular, the tables 9, 11, 13 replicate the tables 3, 4, 5 in the main text of our paper for the models using the simple form of
output gap (the difference between s cky price output and the steady-state output) and tables 10, 12, 14 for output gap in its
flexible price form (the difference between s cky price and flexible price outputs).

As the sign of the condi onal and uncondi onal welfare measures are the same we report only one of them (the condi onal
welfare measure) in the main text of our paper to keep the clarity of the exposi on. In the following we provide an example for
the interpreta on of welfare measures: for instance in the model with RS rule households are missing 0.72% of their life me
consump on to reach the welfare they would enjoyed in determinis c steady state and in the model from the first row of table
9 the welfare is lower by 0.91% of households life me consump on.
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Table 9
Simple output gap and low coefficient on the output gap.

Case Meaning NTP RTP IRP u Loss

Case 1 t 0.69 0.16 0.53 0.91 1.80 0.30

Case 2a t 1 0.73 0.15 0.58 0.97 2.02 0.24

Case 2b ̄ t 0.50 0.06 0.44 0.84 1.45 0.14

Case 3a 1 w/
smoothing

0.52 0.10 0.43 0.87 1.37 0.21

Case 3b 2b w/
smoothing

0.42 0.04 0.38 0.84 1.21 0.11

Case 4 RS rule 0.31 0.04 0.26 0.72 0.75 0.01

Notes: The structure of this Table follows the structure of Table 3-5 in the main text of the paper, see more informa on there about the rules in each
row (in short: the first row indicates that infla on is in contemporaneous form in the Taylor rule ( t); the second row contains infla on in forward-
looking form ( t 1) ; the third row contains a 4-quarter moving average of infla on ( ̄ t); smoothing in the fourth and fi h rows indicates interest
rate smoothing in the Taylor rule; that last row contains the par cular Taylor rule in Rudebusch and Swanson (2012)). In Table 3, all interest rate
rules contain the defini on of the simple output gap: i. e. the devia on of the s cky price output from its steady-state. NTP, RTP and IRP denote
the nominal, real and infla on risk premium, respec vely. IRP is calculated as NTP-RTP. and u stand for condi onal and un condi onal welfare
expressed in consump on equivalents, respec vely. Loss stands for the minimised value of the asympto c loss func on in equa on (15). In this table,
there are no long-run infla on target risks.

Table 10
Low coefficient on the output gap and flexible price version of the output gap

Case Meaning NTP RTP IRP u Loss

Case 1 t 0.45 0.20 0.26 0.71 0.78 0.02

Case 2a t 1 0.47 0.19 0.28 0.71 0.79 0.02

Case 2b ̄ t 0.39 0.16 0.23 0.69 0.76 0.02

Case 3a 1 w/
smoothing

0.37 0.16 0.21 0.70 0.76 0.02

Case 3b 2b w/
smoothing

0.33 0.14 0.19 0.69 0.74 0.02

Case 4 RS rule 0.30 0.08 0.22 0.69 0.72 0.01

Notes: Low coefficient on the output gap (gy 0.07). Here output gap means the flexible price version of output gap, i.e., the difference between
s cky price output and flexible price output. No long-run infla on target risks.

Table 11
High output gap coefficient and simple output gap

Case Meaning NTP RTP IRP u Loss

Case 1 t 1.61 -0.01 1.61 3.60 5.52 136.91

Case 2a t 1 1.69 -0.02 1.71 4.00 6.22 179.62

Case 2b ̄ t 1.18 -0.18 1.36 3.01 4.38 83.54

Case 3a 1 w/
smoothing

1.26 -0.14 1.40 3.12 4.60 92.54

Case 3b 2b w/
smoothing

0.98 -0.24 1.22 2.73 3.81 61.79

Case 4 RS rule 0.46 -0.09 0.55 0.99 1.06 0.04

Notes: Taylor rule specifica ons when the coefficient on the output gap is close to one: High output-gap coefficient (gy 0.93). The case for simple
output gap. No long-run infla on target risks.
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Table 12
High output gap coefficient and flexible output gap

Case Meaning NTP RTP IRP u Loss

Case 1 t 0.27 0.22 0.05 0.65 0.67 0.01

Case 2a t 1 0.27 0.22 0.05 0.65 0.67 0.01

Case 2b ̄ t 0.27 0.22 0.04 0.65 0.67 0.01

Case 3a 1 w/
smoothing

0.25 0.21 0.04 0.65 0.67 0.01

Case 3b 2b w/
smoothing

0.25 0.21 0.04 0.65 0.67 0.01

Case 4 RS rule 0.28 0.18 0.10 0.65 0.68 0.01

Notes: Taylor rule specifica ons when the coefficient on the output gap is close to one: High output-gap coefficient (gy 0.93). The case for flexible
output gap. No long-run infla on target risks.

Table 13
High output gap coefficient, simple output gap and long-run infla on target risks

Case Meaning NTP RTP IRP u Loss

Case 1 t 1.53 -0.00 1.53 8.66 31.45 4972.16

Case 2a t 1 1.61 -0.02 1.63 9.05 31.57 4744.18

Case 2b ̄ t 1.05 -0.16 1.21 8.18 31.30 5515.91

Case 3a 1 w/
smoothing

1.14 -0.13 1.27 8.25 31.37 5438.26

Case 3b 2b w/
smoothing

0.82 -0.21 1.03 7.96 31.11 5864.69

Case 4 RS rule 0.46 -0.09 0.55 1.02 1.09 0.04

Notes: Taylor rule specifica ons when the coefficient on the output gap is close to one: High output gap coefficient and long-run infla on target risks.
The case for simple output gap.

Table 14
High output gap coefficient, flexible price version of the output gap and long-run infla on target risks

Case Meaning NTP RTP IRP u Loss

Case 1 t 0.26 0.22 0.04 0.95 1.24 0.12

Case 2a t 1 0.26 0.22 0.04 0.95 1.25 0.12

Case 2b ̄ t 0.26 0.22 0.04 0.94 1.22 0.11

Case 3a 1 w/
smoothing

0.24 0.21 0.03 0.94 1.23 0.11

Case 3b 2b w/
smoothing

0.24 0.21 0.03 0.94 1.21 0.10

Case 4 RS rule 0.28 0.18 0.10 0.66 0.68 0.01

Notes: Taylor rule specifica ons when the coefficient on the output gap is close to one: High output gap coefficient and long-run infla on risks. The
case for flexible output gap.
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As a note, here, we also provide the deriva ons of consump on equivalents. Specifically, we compute the welfare cost of a
par cular monetary and fiscal regime rela ve to the steady state (or RS benchmark rule) as follows

Vr
0 E0

t 0

tU(crt, nrt) (17)

where crt and nrt denote the con ngent plans for consump on and hours under policy regime r. Similarly, define the welfare
associated with policy regime in steady state as,

Vss
0 E0

t 0

tU(csst , nsst ) (18)

Let denote the welfare cost of adop ng policy regime r instead of the reference policy regime which is the determinis c
steady state.

We measure as the frac on of steady state consump on (regime ss) that a household would be willing to give up to be as
well off in steady state as under regime r. Formally, we can define which equalises the welfare across regimes:

Vr
0 E0

t 0

tU((1 ) csst , nsst ) (19)

For the par cular func onal form of the u lity joint with the Epstein Zin curvature, the value func on for our model can be
wri en as:

C1t
1 0

(1 Lt)1

1
EtV

1
t 1

1
1

((1 ) C)1

1 0
(1 L)1

1
EtV

1
1

1 (20)

where V is given by in the steady-state as:

V
((1 ) C)1

1 0
(1 L)1

1 EtV
1

1
1 (21)

which simplifies to the steady state rela onship

V
((1 ) C)1

1 0
(1 L)1

1 V (22)

Plugging it back and expressing for gives way to:

Vr
t

1
1

((1 ) C)1

1 0
(1 L)1

1 (23)

which can be also wri en as:

Vr
t (1 ) 0

(1 L)1

1
((1 ) C)1

1 (24)

Some further algebraic manipula on leads us to express as:

1 Vr
t (1 ) 0Z

1 (1 L)1

1

1
1 (1 )

1
1

C
(25)

which is the expression we used in our tables to calculate the condi onal welfare cost.
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11 Appendix B–Extended Model

To facilitate a be er fit of the model in terms of real wage and hours growth, we introduce labor market fric ons à la Blanchard
and Gali (2007) into the model. In par cular, we assume that there is wage bargaining between workers and firms and that the
real wage can be well approximated by the following iner al process:²⁴

wt wt 1 (w∗
t ̄ ). (26)

In equa on (26), denotes the steady-state wedge²⁵ between the real wage and households’ marginal rate of subs tu on,
while refers to the sluggishness of wages in adjus ng toward the fric onless real wage. Here, wt denotes the reserva on
wage of workers and w∗

t the fric onless level of the wage that obtains in the absence of fric ons in the labor market and is
equal to the marginal rate of subs tu on between consump on and leisure (also called the intratemporal condi on):

w∗
t ct

L̄
1 L̄

lt d t, (27)

where ct ≡ (Ct/C̄), lt ≡ (Lt/L̄), and d t ≡ t ̄ .
The marginal cost is defined—in log-linear terms—as the difference between the real wage and the marginal product of labor:

mct ≡ (mct/mc) wt mplt (28)

wt (at ( 1)lt).

In equa on (28), at ≡ (At/Ā), wt (Wr
t/W̄r), Wr

t ≡ Wt/Pt and mplt ≡ (MPLt/MPL) denote the log-devia ons of
the technology shock, the real wage and the marginal product of labor from the corresponding steady-states values (captured
by an upper bar), respec vely. The first row contains the defini on of the real marginal cost in log-linear form. The second row
contains the marginal product of labor based on the Cobb-Douglas func onal form.
Using equa ons (28) and (27), we can rewrite equa on (26) into:

mct mplt (mct 1 mplt 1) (1 ) ct
L̄

1 L̄
lt d t ̄ (29)

As equa on (29) shows, higher taxes imply a gradual increase in marginal costs due to sluggishness caused by real wage rigidity.
Note that real wage rigidity helps to raise the nominal term premium by 10-25 basis points on average due to the fact that labor
which works as a vehicle to insure against bad shocks can be adjusted slower in the presence of real wage rigidity.²⁶

Regarding the extension on the fiscal side we assume that the government’s budget is balanced each period by labor income
tax revenue and the steady-state government debt is posi ve. Hence, the government budget constraint can be wri en as:

gt
B
Y

Rt 1

t
1 twtLt. (30)

In the previous equa on B
Y
denotes the steady-state government debt-to-GDP ra o.

²⁴ Note that that model extension here is wri en in linear terms for illustra on only. The model is in fact is approximated to the third-order.

²⁵ The choice of ̄ , which equals the log of the so-called wage markup, does not influence our results.

²⁶ Li and Palomino (2014) highlight the importance of nominal wage rigidity in matching macro and finance moments when the source of risks are
permanent produc vity shocks. In contrast the uncertainty in ourmodel can be traced back predominantly to temporary technology and government
spending shocks.
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12 Appendix C–Data sources

To construct the following me series, we follow the procedures in Christoffel et al. (2013) and Leeper et al. (2010):

PY: Gross Domes c Product. Bureau of Economic Analysis (BEA). Nipa Table 1.1.5, line 1.

P: GDP deflator personal consump on expenditures. Source: BEA, Nipa Table 1.1.4, line 2.

C: Private Consump on. Source: BEA, Nipa Table 1.1.6, line 2.

L: hours, measure of the labour input. This is computed as L H × (1 U/100), where H and U are the average over
monthly series of hours and unemployment, respec vely. Source: BLS, series LNU02033120 for hours and LNS14000000 for
unemployment.

INT: Net Interest Payments of Federal Government Debt. Source: BEA, Nipa Table 3.2 (line 29-line13).

G: Government consump on is computed as current consump on expenditures (line 21)+gross government investment (line
42)+net purchases of non-produced assets (line 44)-consump on of fixed capital (line 45). Source: BEA, Nipa Table 3.2

W: Wage and Salary Disbursement. BEA. Series ID A576RC1.

WL: labour income tax base. Source: Nipa Table 1.12 (line 3).

: average effec ve labour income tax rate as in Jones (2002) and Leeper et al. (2010). We follow the procedure in the appendix
of Leeper et al. (2010) to construct t.

B/Y: government-debt-to-GDP ra o. St. Louis Fed Database.

NTP: nominal term premium is obtained from the database of Adrian et al. (2013).
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